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Double Bass (with C-extension) 
Duration: ca. 12” 
Score is transposed. 
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Notation Conventions
















crotales (upper octave, shared with Percussion 1, place close to bass drum)





"s" above a notehead indicates a rapid cymbal scrape with triangle beater,























Pedal buzz, produced by holding the pedal halfway between two pedal positions.
The buzz should be loud and egregious.
Rapid scrape with crumpled sheet paper, should produce a high frequency "jet" sound.  
Always let vibrate.
Bisbigliando glissando:  several fast glissandi one after
another with alternating hands.  The fingers slide over
the given interval, which moves upwards or downwards.  
The arpeggio arrow shows the direction of the slides.   
ix
Tune lowest string to C♭.
General
Grace notes occur before the beat.
A feathered beam indicates a rhythmic acceleration of articulations over
a given duration.  The number of notes indicates the number of 
articulations desired.  In this example, there are five accelerating
articulations in the span of a half note.
x 
Commissioned by the Georgina Joshi Foundation. 
Program Note 
Nights of 1998 sets Ernest Hilbert’s poem of the same title, from his collection All of You on the Good Earth.  The poem depicts a 
debaucherous downtown party in SoHo, Manhattan, replete with copious alcohol, drugs, and music.  The scorching summer night spins 
out of control to a sudden breaking point—the partygoers fall apart, and during the early morning hours of his comedown, the first-
person protagonist experiences a (perhaps slightly hallucinatory) existential afterglow.  The boundless energy, apparent authenticity, and 
evocative dramatic arc of Ernest’s poem drew me in.    
When I read Nights of 1998, I imagine Ernest reciting the poem.  Because he speaks with a rich, low voice, I wrote the piece for baritone.  
The poem’s tone, often conversational, occasionally takes on an impassioned expressionism.  Therefore, I took careful account of the 
natural prosody of the language, while applying my own expressionistic account to the melodic line.  The singer repeats and sequences 
phrases excitedly, sometimes maniacally, and occasionally must shout to remain audible over the party’s din.  During the poem’s more 
introspective moments, the baritone receives a musical spotlight and the melodic line dilates. 
The poem describes a diegetic music, as the baritone struggles to “play a record…and the needle shrieks like scraped chalk through the 
speakers,” which cleverly intersects with the non-diegetic music suggested by his racing mental state, as well as the implied sonic 
backdrop of the wild partygoers and the hectic downtown streets of New York City.  The poem’s sonic environment and the baritone’s 
varying mental states seem perfectly suited for sinfonietta, which I view at once as a motley crew of instrumental characters, as well as an 
ensemble capable of intense energy and agility, deafening cacophony, and gorgeous color.  As such, I use the ensemble in various 
dramatic guises to describe the party’s wild sonic setting, the diegetic music, and the baritone’s extreme mental states.  Often, I move the 
ensemble through these dramatic roles sharply, but occasionally the music flows smoothly from one to the next.  Sometimes, the 
ensemble contributes layers of dramatic roles simultaneously.  
I cast the various instruments of the sinfonietta as individual characters participating in the revelry, chattering away.  As more and more 
instruments enter, or arrive, the texture occasionally boils over, submerging the baritone soloist in cacophony of ever-increasing intensity.  
The baritone’s scraping record sounds in the overpressure bowed strings, the New York traffic blares through the glissing brass, the 
diagetic music’s energy pulses through the chaotic up and down of the drum set’s hi-hat.  Throughout the piece, the sinfonietta assumes 
the baritone’s drug-altered mental state—the music races ahead as the baritone’s dopamine levels surge, ecstatic bursts flash across the 
tutti ensemble, stuttering metric irregularity and tempo modulations distort the perceived flow of time, and suspended passages seem to 
stop time completely while the baritone makes simple but genuinely profound observations of the summer night’s beauty.  The poem 
begins at a boiling point; nevertheless, the baritone continues to turn up his record player, party, and mental state.  So the music begins 
up, and I only continue to turn the ensemble up, and up, and up— 
until we can’t go back. 
xi 
Nights of 1998 
Poem by Ernest Hilbert 
It’s boiling up: my tin-ceilinged cavern 
Downtown.  I’m struggling to play a record, 
But my fingers quiver and the needle 
Shrieks like scraped chalk through the speakers.  I turn 
It up, and up, and up.  I’m lit like a war 
With pills, lines, so many drinks I can’t feel. 
I find two women shooting heroin 
In my bed.  I’m coming up so hard I puke. 
O Christ the summer is stunned with lilacs! 
Someone gets kicked in the nose, and then  
More arrive, and more, and would you look 
At all this, and God the noise, we can’t go back— 
We fall apart like ancient stars, sparks— 
Gold like pollen blown across all this dark. 
“Nights of 1998” from All of You on the Good Earth by Ernest Hilbert are used with the permission of Ernest Hilbert and Red Hen Press.  
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With fingers, stimulate small areas 
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Let sound die away completely.
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